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TEASER

FADE IN

INT. LUNAR EXPRESS SUPPLY WAREHOUSE - AFTERNOON

The warehouse is huge and dimly lit, filled with large

CRATES stacked on one another. These crates form makeshift

hallways that stretch from end to end of the warehouse. Two

figures, RAY SHINIGAMI (30s, covered head-to-toe in black

combat gear) and DUSTIN (20s, warehouse manager) walk down

the middle row. Dustin keeps a nervous distance from Ray.

RAY

You’ve taken all the necessary

precautions?

DUSTIN

Oh, yessir. We at the Lunar Express

know how our customers value their

privacy. You can rest assured that

your cargo will--

RAY

I didn’t ask for a sales pitch. I

asked for confirmation.

DUSTIN

(gulps)

O-Of course, sir. Yes, everything

is set.

Dustin raises the HOLOPAD and scrolls through.

DUSTIN (CONT’D)

The dossier for tonight’s trip

reads that this is only a standard

supply run. No mention of anything

other than fruits and vegetables.

RAY

Good. I do not need to tell you the

importance of this transport.

DUSTIN

Y-yessir.

They stop beside a 25-foot tall, unmarked vertical CRATE,

made of wood.
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RAY

This it?

DUSTIN

Unmarked, as requested, sir.

RAY

I want to know when it boards the

ship. You will not touch it without

my knowledge.

DUSTIN

Yessir.

Ray looks up at the large crate with pride, while Dustin

shifts his weight awkwardly.

DUSTIN (CONT’D)

Sir, can you give me some idea of

what this cargo is? You called it,

uh, Project Immortal?

Ray TURNS so quick to face Dustin that the latter gives a

little jump.

DUSTIN (CONT’D)

S-so the crew transporting it knows

how to handle it! I-I don’t care

what’s inside it!

Ray steps forward, a KNIFE appearing in his hand from

seemingly nowhere. He points it at Dustin.

RAY

Project Immortal’s successful

transport is what keeps your tongue

in your mouth. You do not need to

know anything further.

REVEAL: Dustin’s backpocket has a small round TRACKING

DEVICE with a cowboy hat symbol on it. It’s smaller than a

dime.

CUT TO:

INT. RED PANDA BRIDGE - AFTERNOON

AXEL ERACHIN (VERY early 20s, red cowboy hat and duster)

sits in the pilot’s chair of the RED PANDA, his ship. Axel’s

feet rest on the dashboard and a slice of PIZZA hangs from

his mouth. TERRENCE, an actual red panda, sits next to him,

nibbling at his own slice. A HOLOPAD rests on the dashboard,
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and the last bit of Ray’s words to Dustin come through the

speakers.

RAY (CONT’D) (O.S.)

Do you understand?

DUSTIN (O.S.)

Y-yessir.

Axel turns off the holopad with his foot.

AXEL

Project Immortal, huh? Sounds like

somethin’ worthy of stealin’.

Terrence chitters in excitement!

END OF TEASER

ACT ONE

EXT. PLANET DRYAIR - TOWN - LATER

Planet DRYAIR resembles a desert from a cheesy western

movie, complete with SAND and TUMBLEWEEDS. Axel walks

confidently over its surface as a transport car drives past.

Behind him, moving up towards space is the LUNAR EXPRESS, a

three-car transport TRAIN that travels from Dryair to its

moon. The Lunar express is currently traveling TOWARDS the

planet.

AXEL

That sure was a great idea you had,

pardner. Putting a tracker on the

warehouse guy for the Lunar Express

was a stroke of genius!

Terrence, riding on Axel’s shoulder, bows and chitters a

"thank you."

AXEL (CONT’D)

This Project Immortal sounds like

it’ll make us some big cash on the

black market. But we’re gonna need

some kind of crew if we wanna steal

from that train.

Axel points over his shoulder with a thumb toward the Lunar

Express train. Terrence nods. They approach a run-down

TAVERN with half-doors that push in.

(CONTINUED)
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AXEL (CONT’D)

Fortunately, we’re in the right

place.

INT. TAVERN - CONTINUOUS

As Axel walks into the tavern, a few men turn toward him.

Axel’s red duster immediately stands out, as everyone in the

tavern looks as though they hadn’t showered in weeks.

Everyone has the broad shoulders, thick muscles, and the

dumb expressions of thugs. In the back sits BLAZE (14,

tiny), a hoodie over her head, hiding her pink hair.

A BARTENDER polishes a dirty GLASS with a dirtier RAG.

BARTENDER

Get out, Erachin.

AXEL

Is that any way to treat an old

friend?

BARTENDER

Friends pay tabs. Friends don’t

sneak out in the middle of a fight

they started over a bad game of

cards.

AXEL

Not my fault Cactoid Pete is a

cheat n’ sore loser! I was rolling

in dough and then he--

BARTENDER

Then pay up with this "dough."

Axel gives a nervous laugh and looks around. All eyes are on

him.

AXEL

I, uh, don’t have the money right

now.

BARTENDER

Thought so. Get out.

AXEL

Wait, wait! I was hoping to use

your fine establishment to hire

some help. I got a good job for

anyone willin’.

(CONTINUED)
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BARTENDER

Tavern’s for paying customers only.

The Bartender nods to a board-shouldered MAN behind AXEL,

with long hair and scars on his face. A BUDDY, minus the

hair but with more scars, walks beside him. Together, the

two pick Axel up by the hands and feet.

AXEL

H-Hey! Wait, let’s think about

this!

Bartender nods towards the DOOR. The two men carry Axel

toward it. Axel kicks and his foot collides with the face of

of the man holding him. The ROCKET BOOSTERS under his shoes

activate, launching that man across the bar. Axel and the

other man fly in the opposite direction, hitting a table.

A small figure in the back, Blaze, stands up with a shout.

BLAZE

Whoo! A fight! Finally!

She tosses the hood off, revealing her pink pigtails. She

bangs her fists together and jumps onto a TABLE. Those

seated at the table stand, all of them taller than her, even

with the table giving her a vertical boost.

MAN

Look at this, girl thinks she’s a

tough guy.

BLAZE

No, I don’t.

Blaze jumps onto the Man’s shoulders, knocking him to the

ground. The other two around the table pursue. She punches

one in the crotch and he collapses. She sweeps her legs

under the other, and kicks him in the face as he falls.

BLAZE (CONT’D)

I’m a tough girl.

The man who held Axel’s shoulders still has a tight grip,

even with Terrence biting his arm. Axel uses his rocket

boots once more to launch backwards into the wall, throwing

the man into it. His grip loosens, but the rest of the thugs

in the bar get up to fight Axel.

Blaze comes up behind one and jumps, grabbing the man’s neck

and slamming him down into the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAZE

WHOO!

Axel draws his REVOLVER, aiming it at the Bartender. The

Bartender grabs an oversized SHOTGUN. Axel’s eyes widen as

Terrence climbs up his shoulder.

The Bartender fires a warning SHOT into the ceiling. Bits of

ceiling fall to the bar itself.

Everyone in the tavern freezes.

BARTENDER

(To Axel)

You. Leave.

He points the SHOTGUN to Blaze.

BARTENDER (CONT’D)

You too.

Blaze and Axel exchange a glance. Axel puts his revolver

back into its holster.

AXEL

Right. Let’s go then.

He and Blaze walk out. On the way to the door, Blaze blows a

raspberry at the Bartender.

EXT. PLANET DRYAIR SURFACE - AFTERNOON

Axel walks away from the bar, Terrence on his shoulder, and

Blaze hurries behind.

BLAZE

Wait up!

AXEL

Oh! Thanks for the help.

BLAZE

You kidding? That was fun! A real

barfight with a real cowboy!

Axel pauses, and smiles at the use of the word "cowboy."

AXEL

Cowboy, huh?

(CONTINUED)
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BLAZE

So, what’s this about a job?

AXEL

(exaggerated accent)

You interested, cowpoke?

BLAZE

Need some cash. Got any details?

AXEL

(whispers)

I plan to rob the Lunar Express.

BLAZE

No way! Rob the Luna--

Axel clamps his hands over her mouth.

AXEL

Best to keep it quiet for now.

Never know who’s listenin’.

BLAZE

Mm-hmm.

Axel releases her mouth.

BLAZE (CONT’D)

I am so in!

AXEL

I dunno if you are.

BLAZE

What? Why not?

AXEL

I need people with H.M.V.s.

BLAZE

The what?

AXEL

Human Mechanized Vehicles. Big

robots.

BLAZE

Oh! Is that all? I got one!

AXEL

You do?

Blaze takes Axel by the wrist and RUNS.



8.

EXT. CHAMP - CONTINUOUS

They arrive in front of the CHAMP, a 30-foot tall H.M.V. The

Champ resembles a muscular man with a pink mohawk, and

sports an oversized wrestling belt around its hips. Blaze

beams at Axel.

BLAZE

That’s the Champ! Master of

wrestling moves and close quarters

combat! And quite a looker if I do

say so myself.

AXEL

It looks like somethin’ all right.

BLAZE

So, do I get the job?

Axel and Terrence look at each other. Terrence shrugs.

AXEL

Why not? Name’s Axel Erachin, nice

to meet’cha.

He extends a hand to her, and she shakes it. He cringes as

she squeezes his hand too tight.

BLAZE

Queen of hard rock and hard knocks,

Fiona Blaze, at your service!

You’ve probably heard of me.

AXEL

No.

BLAZE

Really? I’m a big name in all the

wrestling circuits around here!

Monday Night FightingArena?

Crackdown?

AXEL

You? A wrestler?

Blaze takes Axel’s hand and throws him to the ground,

pinning him. Terrence cheers.

BLAZE

And don’t forget it.

(CONTINUED)
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AXEL

Ow...

Blaze helps him up.

AXEL

R-right. I’ll take you to the ship,

bandage what is definitely a

bruised rib, and then Terrence and

I will see about gettin’ some more

crew.

BLAZE

You need more than just us?

AXEL

I don’t like to do a job with less

than seven people.

BLAZE

Why?

AXEL

(shrugs)

It’s a magnificent number.

EXT. RED PANDA - LATE AFTERNOON

Axel and Terrence sit in front of crappy folding TABLE

covered in a dirty SHEET with the words "HIRING MERCS"

painted on in sloppy handwriting. A chair sits across from

the table, and currently a large blue canis, MAX RYKER (35,

big blue dogman) fills it. Behind him sits the ALPHA, an

mecha that resembles a wolf, but parked in a position like a

dog sits. Ryker chews on a dogbone the way a human sucks a

cigar.

RYKER

Max Ryker, hired muscle.

AXEL

I see, Mr. Ryker.

RYKER

Ryker’s fine.

AXEL

Okay then. Have yo--

RYKER

This your first mission, kid?

(CONTINUED)
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AXEL

(lying)

What? No...

RYKER

Uh huh. I’ve seen your type before.

Don’t get cocky just because you’re

finally putting together your own

team. Don’t take much to find

yourself in real hot water.

AXEL

What makes you an expert?

RYKER

How many battles you fight in?

AXEL

Just today I got in a bar brawl--

Camera zooms in on Ryker’s face as he speaks.

RYKER

That ain’t a battle. A battle is

when you are entrenched at the

bottom of a hill, surrounded on all

sides. Bombers soar overhead,

raining down bombs on those

unfortunate enough to be on the

ground. You’re there, staring down

a man who wants nothing more than

to see you gone, and know that

you’ll have to beat him if you want

to see your family again. You’re

holding a small blade, watching the

water fly off as you swipe at your

enemy’s chest. A battle’s never

letting your guard down, or your

focus waver, no matter what.

REVEAL: Ryker has his CROSSBOW aimed at Axel’s head. Axel

was too focused on the story to notice.

Ryker fires the crossbow, and Axel’s HAT flies off into the

wall behind him. Axel’s jaw drops and he clutches his chest,

breathing heavy.

AXEL

Ahh!

RYKER

Let your guard down. Am I in?

(CONTINUED)


